GeoCommons delivers lightweight GIS to non-technical users – enabling numerous data sources to be interactively explored to detect trends, risks and opportunities often lost in spreadsheet
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Real Time Data
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GIS Data Spreadsheet
Real Time Data
Next Generation Mapping - Bridging GIS and the GeoWeb

GIS Professionals

Subject Matter Experts

Citizens
Finder!
Open the World's Data.

Maker!
Map the World's Data.
Store, Organize and Share your GeoData

Upload a file from your computer
Browse...

Or, upload from a file from the internet

Upload!

Supported formats:
- CSV (Spreadsheet)
- How to prepare a CSV
- KML
- GeoRSS
- Shapefile
- Text Documents
  About Document Formats

Data into GeoCommons

Download
- KML
  Google Earth, Microsoft Virtual Earth and others.
- Shapefile
  ESRI, uDig and others.
- Spreadsheet
  CSV format, Excel, OpenOffice and others.

Data out of GeoCommons

Maps out of GeoCommons
Geographic Analysis

Thematic Mapping

Correlation

Temporal Analysis

Text Geoparsing
Embed the map into existing collaboration tools or as a standalone dashboard
Dynamic Data

Federation

Pumpkin Release
Turning tabular data into geographic data for the map